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Heritage Assets within the Inner Study Area (Figure 11.1)
Asset
No
1

2

Asset Name

Easting

Northing

HER No

Source

Description

Sensitivity

Wood Cairn,
Eldrig Fell: Cairn

225230

568710

MDG2161
SM1953

HES; HER; Historic Map;
Aerial Photography; Field
Survey

The HES designation entry records that the monument comprises the remains of a cairn, a prehistoric burial mound
dating from the Neolithic or early Bronze Age period (c.4000-1500BC). The cairn stands at around 225 m OD on the
summit of Eldrig Fell where it commands extensive views over the surrounding landscape. It is roughly circular in
shape, approximately 18 m in diameter, and stands around 2 m high. Despite the construction of modern marker cairns
on its surface, the body of the cairn survives comparatively intact and it therefore has the potential to retain any original
funerary or ritual deposits undisturbed. (source: HES 2001)

High

Eldrig Fell:
Enclosure

225303

569026

MDG2162

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography; Field
Survey

Field survey found the cairn to be as described by HES. One large marker cairn has been constructed on top of the
cairn, with at least five smaller marker cairns surrounding it - this appears to have been done some time ago as moss
covers each of these areas of disturbance (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that an oval earthwork enclosure can be seen on oblique aerial photographs taken by RCAHMS
in 1982.

Medium

High resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019) shows the enclosure but it does not appear on any
historic or modern Ordnance Survey maps.

3

Eldrig Fell:
Cairnfield

225400

568700

MDG2170

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography

Field survey recorded a roughly oval enclosure 25 m east to west x 15 m north to south defined by turf and stone bank
up to 0.5 m high and spread to around 3 m in width. The entrance, which is 2 m wide, is oriented to the south east. Its
proximity to the early phase of the field system at High Eldrig and a separate field (30) suggest that it may be a stock
enclosure associated with the earlier phase farmstead at High Eldrig. Alternatively, it could be the remains of a
prehistoric enclosure (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that a group of 13 or 14 small cairns lies in a slight hollow near the centre of the eastern slope
and c.270 m east south east of the summit of Eldrig Fell. (source: RCAHMS 1912)

Medium

Later survey by the Ordnance Survey recorded a group of about a dozen clearance cairns, the largest of which is 5.0 m
in diameter and 0.5 m high. There is no trace of any field walls or lynchets in the area. (source: OS 1976)
Several cairns are visible on high resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019).

4

Monandie:
Farmstead, Field
System, Corn
Drying Kiln

224450

569690

MDG2177

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography; Field
Survey

Not visited during field survey as the location lies well away from any development area (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that this farmstead comprises two buildings set side by side at the core of a small field-system.
There is a kiln 30 m to the east south east. The fields are mainly enclosed by low stone walls and contain well-defined
cultivation ridges. The site is covered in dense bracken. (source: RCAHMS 1989).

High

A second entry lists four unroofed buildings, one enclosure, a Corn Kiln, an unroofed structure, which is annotated Hay
Ree, a Sheep Ree and a field-system, which is partly marked by pecked lines, as depicted on the 1st edition Ordnance
Survey map (Wigtonshire 1848, sheet 7). One enclosure of two compartments and the fragmentary remains of the
field-system are shown on the 1991edition Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 map. (source: RCAHMS 1999).
‘Monandie’ is shown as ‘In Ruins’ on the 2nd edition Ordnance Survey map (1896) but the large Sheep Ree south of
the farmstead has been remodelled and enlarged.
A farmstead, shown as three buildings surrounded by cultivation and annotated as ‘Munundee’ is depicted on Roy’s
map (1747-55) and a settlement annotated‘Monenduy’ is depicted on Blaeu’s Atlas of Scotland (1654) to the west of
Eldrig Loch (L.Erlug ganair).
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High resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019) clearly shows the remains of the farmstead and a
patchwork of irregularly shaped fields containing reverse S-shaped rig and furrow. The later (mid-late 19th century)
drystone walled Sheep Ree is visible overlying an earlier cultivated field stands a little apart for and to the south of the
main field system.
Field survey recorded the following components of the farmstead:
(4a) (224456, 569689) - Main farm buildings: at least two drystone built structures visible in a cluster with possible
remains of other structures but badly obscured by bracken. The larger structure is 10 m x 4 m in extent with a wall
surviving to 1.5 m in width and up to 1 m in height. The entrance is on the north side. The second structure is more
denuded surviving to 7 m x 5 m in extent and the walls are more tumbled surviving to 0.7 m in height.
(4b) (224488, 569679) - Corn drying kiln: of drystone construction and well preserved. 5 m in diameter with internal
diameter of 1.5 m and up to 1.5 m in height, with a possible flue in the north side. The interior is well preserved, up to
0.5 m deep and has been used as a dump for bottles and other farm rubbish; perhaps in the early part of the 20th
century.
(4c) (224490, 569717) - two oval cairns 4 m x 2 m x 1 m high and a circular cairn 3 m in diameter and 1.2 m high.
(4d) (224374, 569657) - at least four clearance cairns within the south western field.
(4e) (224490, 569717) - Aat least three large clearance cairns; two measuring 4 m x 2 m x 1 m high, one larger and
circular, measuring 3 m in diameter and 1.2 m high.
(4f) (224490, 569717) - possible spring: oval feature defined by stone bank around the edge. Its eastern edge is
formed by a cairn like feature, 7 m in length 3 m in width and up to 0.8 m high, sloping down to a sub-oval pond defined
by low lying stone bank around rest of its diameter,
(4g) (224536, 569373) - linear field stone and turf field bank 0.2 m high and 1 m wide.
(4h) (224449, 569432) - Sheep Ree: well preserved drystone walled sheepfold with four compartments and three larger
enclosures, 50 m x 33 m x 1.4 m high.

5

6

7

High Eldrig:
Chambered Cairn
(?); Enclosure (?)

High Eldrig: Cairn

High Eldrig:
Cultivation
Remains,
Farmstead

224430

224402

224950

569520

569428

569150

MDG2178

MDG2179

MDG2180

HER; Field Survey

HER; Field Survey

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography; Field
Survey

Field survey also recorded that field boundary walls of drystone construction survive to varying degrees around the
circuit of the field system; up to 0.3 m high and 1 m wide in places (CFA field Survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that what is probably a chambered cairn is situated 80 m north north west of the sheepfold to
the west north west of High Eldrig. The cairn measures 23.5 m by 19m, but the body of the mound has been severely
robbed and little more than a bank of cairn material 0.6 m high now survives. At the east north east end, three slabs of
what is probably a chamber protrude from the bank, two set side by side on the south and the other some 1.75 m to the
north. (source: RCAHMS 1989)
Field survey recorded an oval enclosure 18 m by 21 m defined by a stone and earth bank up to 0.4 m high and 1.5 m
wide. No evidence of cairn material was found within the bank and the supposed chamber could not be seen. (CFA
field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that this cairn measures 15 m in diameter by 1 m high. It is probably a burial cairn and there is
no reason to suggest that it is simply the result of stone clearance from the adjacent fields of rig-and-furrow cultivation.
(source: RCAHMS 1989)
Field survey recorded a sub-circular cairn 17 m in diameter and up to 2 m high. There is slight evidence of a kerb
running around its base, with large stones protruding from the turf. The rest of the body of the cairn is constructed of
small stones that have been robbed from the southern central portion of the monument. The surrounding rig-andfurrow avoids the cairn (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records High Eldrick farmstead but provides no details.

Medium

High

High

A farmstead annotated as ‘High Eldrick’ is shown on Gen W Roy’s Military Survey of Scotland map (1747-55) as two
buildings and two enclosures surrounded by cultivation. ‘Low Eldrick’ is also depicted on Roy’s map as two buildings
and one enclosure surrounded by cultivation.
On the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey map (Wigtownshire, Sheet 7, 1848) ‘High Eldrig’ consists of five roofed buildings, a
‘Corn Kiln’ and a patchwork of enclosed fields. On subsequent Ordnance Survey maps, the farmstead changes little,
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except that the surrounding fields have been consolidated into larger field systems (only three are depicted on the 1909
edition map (Wigtownshire Sheet VII.SE).
High resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019) shows the layout of the farm as it is shown on the 1st
Edition Ordnance Survey map. It also shows that there is an underlying, earlier field layout, in the fields to the south
west of the present-day farmstead. As many as 14 irregularly shaped fields are visible, many containing reverse Sshaped rig and furrow and ‘lazy beds’. Faint traces of banks to the north east of the farmstead suggest that the earlier
field pattern may have extended over that area also; the outlines of these fields being marked as pecked lines on the
1st Edition Ordnance Survey map. The land to the north west of the farmstead does not appear to have as extensively
cultivated. Traces of fields marked with pecked lines on the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey map can be seen on the
aerial photography but there is no obvious evidence of cultivation remains in these areas.

8

High Eldrig: Burnt
Mound

224668

569070

MDG2194
(MDG2193)

HER; Field Survey

9

High Eldrig: Burnt
Mound

224691

569121

MDG2195
(MDG2193)

HER; Field Survey

10

High Eldrig,
Monandie Burn:
Burnt Mound

224335

569587

MDG2196

HER; Field Survey

Technical Appendix 11.1

Field survey recorded High Eldrig various remains at High Eldrig:
(7a) (224996, 569148) - Farm house: a brick-built building clad in corrugated iron and still roofed; with wooden window
frames and three chimney stacks. The current farmer indicated that the house had been abandoned in the 1970’s.
(7b) (224893, 569184) - Corn drying kiln: 5 m in diameter and up to 1.2 m high. The top of the kiln is flat, and it may
have been deliberately infilled
(7c) (224990, 569176) - Well preserved, stone-built outbuilding with a slate roof and three interior rooms used for sheep
rearing. Depicted on 1st edition Ordnance Survey map and could possibly have been the original farmhouse.
(7d) (224982, 569186) - Unroofed structure: both gable ends survive but walls are much reduced - depicted as roofed
structure on 1st edition Ordnance Survey map.
(7e) (224990, 569187) - Badly preserved unroofed structure with only south gable standing.
(7f) (225043, 569163) - A small quarry located west of the farm buildings; measuring 10 m by 4 m in extent, cut into the
hill slope.
(7g) (224932, 569173) - Two possible cairns: turf a grass covered oval mounds 3 m x 1.5 m x 0.5 m high.
(7h) (224909, 569208) - Clearance cairn, 10 m x 8 m x 0.5 m high, with early 20th century household rubbish including
china and glass bottles, on edge of cultivated area.
(7i) (224850, 569148) - Two clearance cairns on edge of cultivated field and contour 4 m x 4 m x 1.5 m high and 3 m x
1 m x.5 m high
(7j) (224877, 569142) - Sub-rectangular enclosure 12 m x 9 m x 0.5 m high defined by turf bank, not depicted on any
Ordnance Survey maps.
(7k) (224873, 569056) - Seven possible cairns, oval shaped 6 m x 2 m x 0.3 m in average size each aligned east to
west.
(7l) (224794 569093) - Sub-Circular cairn 4 m in diameter on edge of old field boundary.
(7m) (224841, 568944) - Nine possible cairns located in southern field up to 5 m x 2 m x 0.5 m in size all aligned northto south and in alignment with the rig and furrow.
(7n) (224951, 569090) - Rectangular enclosure with two compartments, defined by low earth and stone banks; 32 m in
length 16 m wide and up to 0.3 m in height, aligned north east to south west. At the south west end of this enclosure is
a group of at least nine ‘lazy beds’, each 1.5 m x 1.5 m x 0.3 m high.
The earlier field boundaries, up to 0.4 m high and 1.5 m wide, and of turf and stone, criss-cross the improved farmland
which defined by drystone walls (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records a burnt mound, crescent-shaped on plan, measuring 12 m from north north east to south south
west by 10 m and 0.6 m high; the hollow in its open side faces west north west on to the burn. (source: RCAHMS 1989)
Field survey recorded the burnt mound to be as described by RCAHMS (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that this burnt mound is crescent-shaped, with its open side facing west on to the burn, but all
that is visible on the surface of the peat is a low mound about 0.5 m high, with traces of a smaller mound on the south.
The main part of the mound forms a shallow crescent and measures about 9 m by 5 m. (source: RCAHMS 1989)
Field survey recorded the burnt mound to be as described by RCAHMS (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records a burnt mound, crescent-shaped on plan with a deep hollow on its open side facing northwest
onto the burn. The mound measures 12 m from north east to south west by 9 m transversely and up to 1 m high.
(source: RCAHMS 1989)

High

High

High
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11

High Eldrig,
Monandie Burn:
Burnt Mound

224298

569692

MDG2197

HER; Field Survey

12

13

High Eldrig,
Monandie Burn:
Cairnfield

High Eldrig,
Monandie Burn:
Cairnfield

224530

224021

569400

569814

MDG2245

MDG2246

HER; Field Survey

HER; Field Survey

14

High Eldrig,
Monandie Burn:
Cairnfield

223930

569370

MDG2247

HER; Field Survey

15

High Eldrig:
Cairnfield

223550

569650

MDG2248

HER; Field Survey

16

17

18

High Eldrig:
Cairnfield

Belgaverie:
Cairnfield

High Eldrig: Burnt
Mound
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223580

222950

223651

569950

569860

569786

MDG2249

MDG2250

MDG2253

HER; Field Survey

HER; Field Survey

HER; Field survey

Description

Field survey recorded the burnt mound to be as described by RCAHMS (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records a burnt mound above the west bank of the Monandie Burn. It is a large, 10.6 m north north
west to south south east by 9.5 m transversely at the south end and 7.8 m at the north end. It is 0.8 m high on the west
side and more on the east, where the ground drops away to the burn. The centre is entirely hollowed out, the space
measuring 4.3 m north north west to south south east by 2.5 m across, opening to the north north west, away from the
present course of the burn. The mound is covered with turf and bracken. (source: RCAHMS 1989)
Field survey recorded the burnt mound to be as described by RCAHMS (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that about four small cairns are visible immediately east south east of the sheepfold 550 m west
north west of High Eldrig. (source: RCAHMS (1989)
Field survey did not identify any cairns in this area but a linear stone and turf field bank 0.2 m in height and 1 m in
width, was identified (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that this group of cairns is situated on a terrace 100 m east south east of a square sheepfold
and 250 m west north west of the Monandie Burn. The cairns measure up to 5 m in diameter. (source: RCAHMS 1989)
Field survey recorded four cairns, possibly associated with the adjacent small field system (24):
(13a) (223933, 569859) - oval cairn, 3 m x 1.5 m x1 m high
(13b) (22407, 569778) - oval cairn 4 m x 2 m x 0.3 m high
(13c) (22407, 569778) - flat, circular cairn 5 m in diameter
(13c) (224022, 569758) - flat circular cairn 5 m in diameter (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that several peat-covered cairns are visible at the top of a gentle slope 300 m north north west
of the confluence of the Monandie Burn and the Tarf Water. A thick stony bank can be traced running up the slope and
extending in a gentle arc beneath the peat to the north. (source: RCAHMS 1989)
Field survey recorded a single oval mound, covered in grass and bracken in this area (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that a scatter of peat-covered cairns is visible on the crest of the low ridge to the south of the
group of cairns (16) They may all be part of the same group, but no cairns were noted in the intervening ground at the
date of visit. (source: RCAHMS 1989)
Field survey recorded at least three low turf-covered cairns on the west-facing slope of the low hill, south of burnt
mound (18).
(15a) (2235646, 569756) - circular cairn 3m in diameter 0.3 m high
(15b) (223561, 569761) - oval cairn 9 m x 3 m x 0.3 m high
(15c) (223564, 569761) - circular cairn 4 m in diameter up to 0.3 m high. (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that a group of small cairns extends down the south flank of a hillock from an old stone-walled
enclosure that crowns the summit. The cairns may form a single group with the cairns noted under (15), but none were
noted in the intervening ground at the date of visit. (source: RCAHMS 1989).
Field survey found no cairns in this area, which was covered in long grass and deep heather (CFA field survey June
2019)
The HER entry records that small cairns are scattered over the crest and down the north-east flank of Belgaverie. The
south end of the hillock was largely obscured by bracken at the date of visit but the Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 map
indicates the presence of old fields and what are probably buildings. (source: RCAHMS 1989)
Field survey recorded two cairns in an area covered in long grass and deep heather to the north of the former Belgavie
farmstead (25):
(17a) (222963, 569856) - A flat circular pile of stones 2.5 m in diameter.
(17b) (222980, 569879) - An oval pile of stones 4 m x 2 m x 0.2 m. (CFA field survey June 2019)
The HER entry records a burnt mound situated on the west side of a burn 200 m west south west of a square
sheepfold. It measures 10 m by 8 m and 0.5 m high, and a shallow hollow lies across the centre of the mound from
east to west. (source: RCAHMS 1989)

Sensitivity

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

High
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Asset
No

19

Asset Name

High Eldrig: Burnt
Mound

Easting

223677

December, 2019

Northing

569847

HER No

MDG2254

Source

Description

Sensitivity

HER; Field Survey

Field survey found the burnt mound as recorded by RCAHMS. Cattle have partially eroded a small area on top of the
feature revealing burnt material (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records a burnt mound situated in boggy ground to the east of a small burn and 180m west of a square
sheepfold. Crescent-shaped on plan, it measures 10 m from north to south by 8 m and 0.9 m high, and the hollow in its
open side faces west. (source: RCAHMS 1989)

High

Field survey found the burnt mound as recorded by RCAHMS but possibly slightly larger - 15 m x 10 m x 0.7 m high
(CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that an oval burnt mound is situated on the west bank of the Monandie Burn some 100 m north
of its confluence with the Tarf Water. The mound measures about 10 m from north east to south west by 6 m
transversely and up to 0.7 m high. (source: RCAHMS 1989)

High

20

High Eldrig,
Monandie Burn:
Burnt Mound

224035

569153

MDG2255

HER; Field Survey

21

High Eldrig:
Enclosure;
Possible hut circle

224774

569006

MDG2256

HER; Field Survey

22

High Eldrig: Burnt
Mound

224552

569446

MDG2257

HER; Field survey

23

High Eldrig: Burnt
Mound(s)

224520

569510

MDG2258

HER; Field survey

24

Monandie Burn:
Sheepfold

223900

569850

MDG14326

HER; Aerial Photography;
Field Survey

Field survey found the burnt mound to be as recorded by RCAHMS (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that amongst the later cultivation remains, 280 m south west of High Eldrig, there are traces of
an enclosure about 6 m in diameter within a stony bank. It may be a hut-circle and some of the mounds amongst the
ridged fields are possibly the remains of earlier clearance heaps. (source: RCAHMS 1989)
Field survey found the enclosure to be as recorded by RCAHMS but larger, measuring at least 14 m in diameter
externally. It appears that the field boundaries of the earlier field pattern, run up to and respect the enclosure;
suggesting perhaps that the feature may be part of this field pattern, perhaps being a stock enclosure, or hay ree, rather
than a prehistoric house (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that this burnt mound is situated on the east bank of a tributary of the Loch Strand watercourse
some 60 m east of the sheepfold to the north west of High Eldrig. It forms a shallow crescent on plan, opening on to
the burn on the west, and it measures 10 m from north to south by 5.5 m and 0.6 m high. (source: RCAHMS 1989)
Field survey recorded the burnt mound to be as recorded by RCAHMS (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that two crescent-shaped burnt mounds are situated side by side in a loop of a tributary of the
Loch Strand watercourse, some 80 m north east of the sheepfold to the north west of High Eldrig. The south west
mound is the better defined and measures 8 m from north north east to south south west by 6.5 m transversely and 0.5
m high; the hollow in its open side faces west north west on to the burn. The north east mound measures 9 m from
north east to south west by 5 m and 0.4 m in maximum height and forms a shallow crescent with its open side facing
north west onto the burn.
Field survey recorded the burnt mounds to be as recorded by RCAHMS (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that a sheepfold comprising three unroofed structures and three enclosures is depicted on the
1st edition Ordnance Survey map (Wigtonshire, Sheet 7, 1848). One enclosure is shown on the 1991 Ordnance
Survey 1:10,000 map. (source: RCAHMS 1999).

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

High resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019) shows a diamond shaped sheepfold overlying a small
field system of reverse S-shaped rig and furrow on at least two alignments (north to south in the west and east to west
in the east).

25

Belgaverie:
Farmstead, Field
System,
Sheepfold(s),
Structure(s)

223020

569680

MDG13122

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography; Field
Survey

Field survey recorded the well-preserved square drystone sheepfold 35 m x 35 m and up to 1.5 m high with an entrance
in the east side, set within an improved field with evidence of rig and furrow. No other structures were observed (CFA
field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that a farmstead, annotated ‘Belgaverie’, comprising four unroofed buildings and one unroofed
structure, annotated ‘Hay Ree’, within the eastern portion of a four-part field system is depicted on the 1st edition
Ordnance Survey map (Wigtonshire, Sheet 6, 1849). Four unroofed buildings and the fragmentary remains of the fieldsystem are shown on the 1991 Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 map. (source: RCAHMS 1999)

Medium

A square enclosure, which sits in the western portion of the field system is depicted on the 1909 Ordnance Survey map
(Wigtownshire, Sheet VII.SW).
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High resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019) shows a field system of at least four (possibly five)
fields each with evidence of reverse S-shaped rig and furrow. There are also what appear to be buildings and other
structures visible in the north east field and a later, diamond-shaped drystone-walled sheepfold in the north west field.

26

Belgaverie: Sheep
Ree

223018

569816

CFA01

Historic Map; Aerial
Photography; Field
Survey

Field survey recorded the following elements:
(25a) (223029 569726) - Hay Ree: Square enclosure 7 m x 7 m, badly preserved walls up to 0.5 m high and 1 m wide,
covered in bracken.
(25b) (223025, 569688) - Farm buildings: three poorly preserved structures obscured by bracken.
(25c) (223026, 569624) – Drystone-walled hay ree/structure obscured by bracken, covered in turf and in a poor state of
preservation, 6 m x 3 m x 0.5 m high.
(25c) (222912 569714) - Sheepfold: Well preserved drystone-walled enclosure 23 m x 23 m and up to 1.8 m high (CFA
field survey June 2019).
A four compartment ‘Sheep ree’ is depicted on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map (Wigtonshire, Sheet 6, 1849). It
lies c.60 m to the north of ‘Belgaverie’ farmstead (27)

Low

High resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019) shows the remains of a sub oval enclosure with tow
(possibly three) attached smaller enclosures.

27

Monandie Burn:
Building,
Enclosure(s)

224000

569500

MDG14328

HER; Historic Map; Field
Survey

Field survey recorded the badly preserved remains of a drystone-walled structure obscured by bracken. The enclosure
is c.15 m in diameter with the wall spread to 1.5 m and 0.8 m in maximum height. At least two compartments can be
seen: one in the eastern portion of the structure and one in the south. Both are rectangular in plan measuring around 7
m x 3 m and surviving up to 1 m high. A badly preserved circular compartment to the south east is 8 m in diameter
(CFA field survey June 2019).
What may be one unroofed building, with an attached enclosure, and two larger enclosures are depicted on the 1st
edition of the Ordnance Survey map (Wigtonshire, Sheet 7, 1848), but they are not shown on the current edition of the
Ordnance Surve1:10000 map (1991). RCAHMS

Low

The structure is not depicted on the 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey map (Wigtownshire Sheet VII.SE, 1896).

28

Eldrig Fell:
Enclosure(s),
Structure

225400

568800

MDG14329

HER; Aerial Photography;
Field Survey

Field survey recorded the poorly preserved remains of a small structure, 5 m in diameter 0.3 m high with associated
fields and improved land, covered in grass and bracken (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that one unroofed structure and an attached enclosure, both of which are attached to a larger
enclosure, are depicted on the 1st edition of the Ordnance Survey 6-inch map (Wigtonshire, Sheet VII.SE, 1896). The
larger enclosure, marked by pecked lines, is shown on the 1978 Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 map. (source: RCAHMS
1999)

Low

The enclosure, with a rectangular structure attached to its south side, can be seen on high resolution aerial photograph
(OS Masterplan imagery 2019). The interior of the enclosure has evidence for 3 m wide rig and furrow cultivation
aligned roughly west to east.
Field survey recorded a low walled enclosure defining an area of improved land, and a single badly preserved
rectangular stone-built structure 7 m x 3 m x 0.2 m high covered in bracken and turf (CFA field survey June 2019).

29

The Garry:
Enclosure

223659

570791

MDG14467

HER; Aerial Photography;
Field Survey

The HER entry records that an enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map (Wigtonshire 1848, sheet
7), but it is not shown on the 1977 Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 map. (source: RCAHMS 1999)

Low

A sub-oval enclosure measuring c. 25 m north to south x 18m east to west, is visible on high resolution aerial
photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019).
Field survey recorded the poorly preserved remains of a stone walled sub-circular enclosure 25 m in diameter by 0.4 m
high with a small rectangular structure in its northern portion, 4 m x 2 m in extent alongside a cell like structure 2 m in
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Asset
No

30

Asset Name

Drummiemickie:
Building, Field
System

Easting

222600

December, 2019

Northing

570200

HER No

MDG14474

Source

HER; Aerial Photography;
Field Survey

Description

Sensitivity

diameter and up to 0.7 m high. The site is within a glacial erratic boulder field known as “the Gary” (CFA field survey
June 2019).
The HER entry records that one unroofed building attached to a small field-system, marked by pecked lines, is depicted
on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map (Wigtonshire, Sheet 6, 1849), but they are not shown on the 1977 Ordnance
Survey 1:10,000 map. (source RCAHMS 1999)

Medium

High resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019) clearly shows a field system of three fields, two of
which contain reverse S-shaped rig and furrow. A rectangular enclosure 7 m by 6 m occupies the south west corner of
the easternmost field (at 222614, 570153).
Field survey found the site to be covered in bracken and the structure depicted on the Ordnance Survey map was not
identified. The outer field wall, 1 m in width and 0.3 m high was visible and is relatively well preserved, though covered
in bracken. A small stone cairn 1 m in diameter was also found (at 222635, 570297). (CFA field survey June 2019)
31

Dirvananie: Corn
Drying Kiln, Field
System,
Structure(s),
Township

222950

570220

MDG13123

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography; Field
Survey

The HER entry records that a township comprising seven unroofed buildings, one partially roofed building, one roofed
building, one unroofed structures, which are annotated ‘Hay Ree’, two enclosures and a field-system are depicted on
the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map (Wigtonshire 1849, sheet 6), while a small rectangular unroofed structure
surrounded by at least two enclosures is also depicted on the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey map to the east of the main
part of the township . Five unroofed buildings and the fragmentary remains of the field-system are shown on the 1977
Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 map. (source: RCAHMS 1999)

High

On the 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey map (Wigtownshire Sheet VII.NW, 1896) the farm is annotated as ‘In Ruins’ and a
square enclosure has been added to the southern portion of the site.
A farmstead annotated as ‘Darvanany’ is depicted as three buildings and a square enclosure surrounded by cultivated
fields on Roy’s map (1747-55). On Blaeu’s map (1654) as ‘Dyrrymannany’.
High resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019) clearly shows a well preserved, complex farmstead
composed of irregularly shaped, field defined by curvilinear boundaries, and including a number of enclosures or
structures, extending either side of the Ha’ Hill Strand Burn. Most of the fields contain curvilinear or reverse S-shaped
rig and furrow.
Field survey found the site covered in dense bracken, but field boundaries and walls could clearly be seen and are in a
good state of preservation. Features that were recorded include:
(31a) (222953, 570266) - Building remains: drystone-wall construction measuring 14 m x 5 m and surviving up to 1.8 m
high.
(31b) (222866, 570370) - Rectangular structure 15 m x 5 m x 0.4m high partly obscured by bracken.
(31c) (22962, 570213) - corn drying kiln: well preserved turf-covered and stone built. 1.5 m in height, 4 m in diameter
and 1.5 m internal diameter (up to 0.5 m deep).
(31d) (222986, 570200) - sheepfold 25 m x 25 m; well preserved and surviving up to 1.8 m high
(31e) (223044, 570524) rectangular drystone structure, 10 m x 5 m x 0.6 m high covered in bracken and poorly
preserved.
(31f) (223208, 570399) Well preserved drystone walled sheepfold 40 m x 40 m in extent and surviving up to 1.8 m in
height, surrounded by low lying stone and turf field bank defining improved fields with rig and furrow remains

32

Dirvananie: Cairn

223249

570517

CFA02

Aerial Photography; Field
Survey

The other features depicted on the Ordnance Survey maps and visible on aerial photographs were obscured by
bracken and could not be recorded during field survey. (CFA field survey June 2019)
The cairn is visible on high resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019).

Low

Field survey recorded a circular cairn 6 m in diameter consisting of pile of stone up to 1 m high.
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Asset
No
33

December, 2019

Asset Name

Easting

Northing

HER No

Source

Description

Sensitivity

Ha' Hill Strand:
Structure;
Enclosure

223400

570390

MDG14475

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography; Field
Survey

The HER entry records that one unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the Ordnance Survey map
(Wigtonshire, Sheet 6, 1849), but it is not shown on the 1977 Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 map. (source: RCAHMS
1999).

Negligible

The structure, roughly trapezoidal in shape, seen on the 1st edition map is not shown on the 2nd edition (1897).
The structure is not visible on high resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019).

34

Ha' Hill Strand:
Field System

223600

570200

MDG14481

HER; Aerial Photography;
Field Survey

Field survey found no trace of the structure (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that a field-system of four enclosures is depicted on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map
(Wigtonshire, Sheet 7, 1848) and on the 1977 Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 map, where it is marked by pecked lines.
(source: RCAHMS 1999).

Low

The enclosures (220 m north to south x 170 m east to west) can be seen on high resolution aerial photograph (OS
Masterplan imagery 2019) and there is evidence of reverse S-shaped rig and furrow cultivation visible in at least the two
easternmost enclosures.

35

Rig of The Garry:
Enclosure

223930

570000

MDG14482

HER; Aerial Photography;
Field Survey

Field survey recorded the well-preserved remains of the field system with low drystone walls defining improved land
with rig and furrow on the slopes of a long low hill (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that an enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map (Wigtonshire 1848, sheet
7) and on the 1977 Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 map. (source: RCAHMS 1999).

Low

The enclosure is clearly visible on high resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019).

36

Dirvachlie: Corn
Drying Kiln,
Farmstead, Field
System(s), Head
Dyke, Structure(s)

224980

570190

MDG14483

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography; Field
Survey

Field survey recorded poorly preserved remains of the enclosure, measuring 37 m x 32 m in extent, on a low hill (CFA
field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that a farmstead annotated ‘Dirvachlie’ (in ruins), which comprises three unroofed buildings, one
of which has two compartments, and three enclosures, a Corn Kiln, a head-dyke, three fields and two unroofed
structures annotated ‘Hay Ree’ are depicted on the 1st edition of the Ordnance Survey 6-inch map (Wigtonshire, Sheet
7, 1848). One unroofed building, two enclosures and one field, which is marked by pecked lines, are shown on the
1977 Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 map. (source: RCAHMS 1999).

Medium

A farmstead named as ‘Dalvachly’ is depicted on Roy’s map (1747-55), shown as four buildings and a square enclosure
surrounded by cultivated fields. On Blaeu’s map (1654) as ‘Dyrvachly’.
Remains of a farmstead are visible on high resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019) as a cluster of
conjoined fields with reverse S-shaped rig and furrow on various alignments and a number of other, isolated and
disconnected fields defined by enclosing curvilinear banks and containing curvilinear rig and furrow cultivation. A
square enclosure, first depicted on the 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey map (Wigtownshire Sheet VII.NE 1896), appears
well preserved.
Field survey recorded a range of features making up this settlement including conjoined fields with reverse S-shaped rig
and furrow on various alignments and a number of other, isolated and disconnected fields defined by enclosing
curvilinear banks and containing curvilinear rig and furrow cultivation as visible on the aerial photography:
(36a) (224933, 570210) - a drystone building aligned north west to south east 10 m x 7 m in extent with gable ends
surviving up to 2 m high, no chimney or fireplace. Not clear if entrance was to the west or east as walls are less well
preserved than gable ends, up to 0.8 m thick. A small circular structure, 1.2 m in diameter, has been built onto the south
east corner of the building.
(36b) (224969, 570224) - a moderately well-preserved turf covered corn drying kiln, 5 m in external diameter and 1 m
internal diameter, up to 1.2 m high.
(36c) (224996, 570206) - a well preserved rectangular drystone sheepfold (23 m x 27 m and 1.2 m high). The remains
of earlier features can be seen below the structure, especially in the east corner.
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Asset
No

37

Asset Name

Low Eldrig: Field
System,
Enclosure

Easting

225713

December, 2019

Northing

568280

HER No

MDG14340

Source

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography

Description
(36d) (224942, 569983) - a well preserved rectangular hay ree (9 m x 6 m and up to 0.5 m high).
(36e) (224949, 569984) - well preserved rectangular hay ree 9 m x 6 m in extent and surviving up to 0.5 m high in three
courses surrounded by low turf-covered field bank.
(36d) (224927, 570085) - low lying turf covered field boundary banks surrounding improved fields, obscured by bracken
(CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that a farmstead comprising one unroofed building with an attached enclosure, and a fieldsystem are depicted on the 1st edition of the Ordnance Survey map (Wigtonshire 1848, sheet 7). Three enclosures
and the fragmentary remains of the field-system are shown on the 1978 Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 map. (source:
RCAHMS 1999)

Sensitivity

Low

On the 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey map (1909) a square enclosure has been added in the middle of the field system.
The field system and later enclosure can be clearly seen on high resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery
2019). The field system extends into the commercial forestry to the southwest and beyond the boundary of the
proposed development. The remains of walls and enclosures can be seen preserved within the forestry.

38

Dirvananie: Hay
Ree

222806

570522

CFA08

Historic Map; Aerial
Photography; Field
Survey

39

Airieglasson:
Enclosure and
field system

224554

570958

MDG14479

Historic Map; Aerial
Photography; Field
Survey

Not visited during field survey as the location lies well away from any development area (CFA field survey June 2019).
A small unroofed structure is recorded as a ‘Hay Ree’ on the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey map (Wigtownshire, Sheet 7,
1849) but it is not visible on high-resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019).
Field survey found no remains of the hay ree (CFA field survey June 2019).
An oval field, divided in two, annotated with dashed lines, is depicted on the 1st edition of the Ordnance Survey map
(Wigtownshire, Sheet 7, 1849) with a small unroofed square structure attached to western edge and a larger
rectangular unroofed structure to the west. A stone built square enclosure is constructed in the northern portion of the
field system on the 2nd Edition Ordnance Survey map (Wigtownshire, Sheet VII.NE, 1896). It is part of a wider system
of isolated, unconnected, fields that extent to the north east and north west shown on the Ordnance Survey 1st edition
map.

Negligible

Low

A field, marked by an enclosing bank, and having a diamond shaped drystone walled sheepfold within it, is visible on
high-resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019).

40

High Eldrig:
Quarry

225416

568968

CFA11

Historic Map; Aerial
Photography; Field
Survey

Field survey recorded the field as enclosed by curvilinear low-lying drystone walls. The field contains relict rig and
furrow cultivation, at least five clearance cairns (2 m x 1 m and 0.5 m high in average size), and large stone-built sheep
fold (26 m x 26 m and 1.7 m high (CFA field survey June 2019).
A sub-circular quarry is annotated on the 1909 Ordnance Survey map (Wigtownshire Sheet VII.SE) to the south east of
the High Eldrig farmstead. It is not shown on the Ordnance Survey 1st edition map (1848).

Low

Visible on high resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019).

41

High Eldrig:
Gravel Pit

225747

568892

Historic Map; Aerial
Photography; Field
Survey

Field survey recorded a well-preserved sub-oval quarry pit 27 m x 19 m in extent (CFA field survey June 2019).
A sub-circular gravel pit is annotated on the 1909 Ordnance Survey map (Wigtownshire Sheet VII.SE) to the south east
of the High Eldrig Farm. It is not shown on the 1st edition map (1848).

Negligible

Visible on high resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019).

42

High Eldrig:
Gravel Pit

225965

568666

Historic Map; Aerial
Photography; Field
Survey

Field survey recorded the poorly preserved remains of a sub-circular pit 17 m in diameter (CFA field survey June 2019).
A sub-oval gravel pit is annotated on the 1909 Ordnance Survey map (Wigtownshire Sheet VII.SE) to the south east of
the High Eldrig farmstead. It is not shown on the 1st edition map (1848).

Negligible

Not visible on high resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019).
Field survey found no remains of the gravel pit (CFA field survey June 2019).
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Asset
No
43

December, 2019

Asset Name

Easting

Northing

HER No

Source

Description

Sensitivity

High Eldrig:
Quarry

225236

569129

D&GHER1

HER; Historic Map; Field
Survey

The HER entry records a quarry to the south east of High Eldrig Farmstead.

Low

The quarry is not shown on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map (Wigtonshire, sheet 7, 1848) or on the 1909 edition.

44

Ha' Hill: Possible
Enclosure

223882

570404

D&GHER2

Medium

Not visited during field survey as the location lies well away from any development area (CFA field survey June 2019).
Field survey recorded an area of peat cutting around 50 m in diameter (CFA field survey June 2019).

Negligible

225600

568600

46

High Eldrig: Peat
Cutting
Monandie Rig:
Boundary
babnk/dyke
The Gary:
Structure,
Enclosure,
shieling (possible)
Rig of The Garry:
Peat Cutting

224955

569607

Field Survey

224606

570347

Field survey

223682

570752

Field Survey

223935

570172

Field Survey

49

Technical Appendix 11.1

There is no obvious evidence of an enclosure on high resolution aerial photograph (OS Masterplan imagery 2019).

HER

Eldrig Fell:
Cairnfield

48

Negligible

Field survey found no trace of the possible enclosure in an area covered in natural rocks (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records a cairnfield at this location but provides no details.

45

47

MDG2170

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography; Field
Survey

Field survey recorded a large circular quarry 10 m in diameter and up to 3 m deep with an entrance to the north east
(CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that a possible enclosure has been identified on aerial photographs.

Field survey recorded remains of a bank or dyke surviving to 0.3 m in height and 0.4 m in width, running roughly northsouth along the west side of a watercourse which corresponds with boundary depicted on 1st edition Ordnance Survey
Map (1848) (CFA field survey June 2019).
Field survey recorded poorly preserved remains of a possible enclosure (or structure) defined by a 4 m diameter
circular arrangement of stones on the southern edge of ‘The Gary’, a short distance southeast of remains of an
enclosure (29) (CFA field survey June 2019).

Negligible

Field survey recorded a small area of peat cutting 10 m x 20 m in extent (CFA field survey 2019).

Negligible

Low
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